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Welcome to the first issue of the
Department of Zoology and Entomology
newsletter. We intend on producing this
newsletter twice a year to keep staff and
students up to date with what is happening
in our department. This dynamic
department is made up of 13 academic staff,
18 technical and administrative staff, six
research staff, 10 postdoctoral fellows, 14
Phd, 21 MSc and nine honours students all
with an array of interests and hidden talents.
This newsletter is an opportunity for each
member of the department to showcase
their research interests and skills, as well as
awards and achievements. When we leave
Rhodes University we should not only be
skilled in our professional field but have
developed an understanding for a multitude
of disciplines. Additionally, joining the global
network of Rhodes University alumni. This
newsletter, should never be an unchanged
entity, but a dynamic piece of work that will
develop, improve and grow. If you have any
suggestions on the name of the newsletter,
layout or direction please feel free to contact
the editors.

Goodbyes and Hellos
This section will be dedicated to all the staff
members we have had the privilege of working
with but have unfortunately pursued alternative
career opportunities. In addition, it is a platform
to welcome any new members to our
department. Please bare this in mind, as staff
profiles are a welcomed contribution.
Dan Parker: Prof. M. Hill
It was with great sadness that the Department of
Zoology and Entomology said goodbye to Dr Dan
Parker who left Rhodes in the middle of the year
to take up an exciting position at the University
of Mpumulanga.

Dan will be remembered in the department as an
excellent lecturer and researcher. He was
instrumental in the development of the Wildlife
and Reserve Management Research Group that
undertook some really fundamental research on
ecological processes within small reserves in the
Eastern Cape.

Dan took his teaching seriously and the students
warmed to his fair yet firm approach. Dan hosted
the Leeds and Furnam Universities’ overseas
field courses to South Africa for many years. In
the department Dan was the “Nike man”, his
positive attitude and willingness to volunteer
meant that many tasks, no matter how onerous,
were simply done and done well (we will also
miss the singing and humming that seemed to
follow him). We would wish Dan all the very best
with his new appointment, we are convinced
that he will make a great success of it. Dan is not
lost to Rhodes and this department as he is a
Research Associate and still has postgraduate
students here.
The Biological Control Research Group:
They have taken their engaged research to a new
level by appointing a community engagement
officer, Kim Weaver. She is responsible to
consolidate, manage and report on the
community engagement activities initiated by
the Biological Control Research Group. She
extends into the rest of the department and
faculty for certain activities such as with the
National Science Week’s Open Day.
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will be equally as exciting and beautiful as that of
2015

Cape Gannet (Morus capensis), August 2015,
Bird Island, EC (Photographer: Daniel
Danckwerts)

For more information on community
engagement ideas contact Kim Weaver at
k.weaver@ru.ac.za

Departmental news
Picture-perfect: Departmental photo
competition 2015: Shelley Edwards
One of the perks of being a natural scientist is the
opportunity to explore incredible landscapes and
beautiful natural regions of the world. During
these forays into the wild, encountering diverse
and fascinating plants and animals is
commonplace, and often rare and beautiful
organisms are sought out. It is not surprising,
then, that many biologists try their hand at
photography. The Department of Zoology &
Entomology (DZE) held a photograph
competition in the latter half of 2015. Of the 192
photos submitted by 27 entrants, three were
voted as the clear winners, and now hold pride
of place in the foyer of the new Life Sciences
building. Runners-up will have their photographs
displayed within the department in the near
future. Many thanks to all those who entered
their photographs, and I am certain that the
entries for the 2016 round of the competition

Story behind the magic: Dan says: “Bird Island
hosts the world’s largest gannetry, amounting to
about 68 000 breeding individuals. During a 10
day stay on the island to research the
endangered Roseate Tern, I made it my mission
to photograph each breeding seabird species.
The gannets were particularly challenging as
they breed in such high densities. Thus, getting a
unique photo of the birds was extremely difficult.
I therefore set my sights on in flight photographs
of these photogenic birds. A few hundred photos
later, I came away with a handful of decent
images, among which was the photo that I
entered into the DZE photographic competition.”

Cape Gannet (Morus capensis), July 2013,
Bird Island, EC (Photographer: Diane Smith)
Story behind the magic: Diane says: “It is nearly
impossible to take a bad photo of a Cape Gannet.
They are one of the most photogenic animals in
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southern Africa, in my opinion. Compared to the
African Penguin (which was actually my study
species for my M.Sc.), gannets seem to be
eternally ready for the camera, with their neat,
striking colours and apparent facial “make-up”. I
took hundreds of photos of the penguins on the
island, but the exposure was always suited more
to either the deep black or the bright white of the
bird, leaving the photo either washed out or very
“reflective”. Gannets, on the other hand,
presented me with a colourful and somewhat
more charismatic topic, and I caught this bird
looking at me dead-on as I was walking around
the island. It took a few attempts to capture the
bird’s stare to my satisfaction, but I was happy
with how this one turned out. A part of the colony
(which happens to be the largest in the world for
this species) can be seen in the background.”

cubs had started emerging from the den and
within a short while started playing around my
vehicle. Hyena cubs are very playful, the
youngest cubs had found a small branch near
their den and were playfully racing after each
other trying to catch the branch. I hadn't
expected such action and it was difficult to
capture their fast pace in the low light. A young
sub-adult hyena put an end to the game when he
roughly seized the small branch for himself. The
two young cubs in the image were still playfully
bickering with each other when they decided to
walk into the soft sunlight towards me.”

Spotted hyena (Crocuta crocuta), October
2013, Mashatu Game Reserve, Botswana
(Photographer: Alienor Brassine)

Sandwich making for Mandela Day

Story behind the magic: Alienor says: “I was on
my way to check on my camera traps set up as
part of my cheetah monitoring research when I
decided to go via an active hyena den. I had left
camp at first light packed with my camera
equipment in the hope to capture something in
the early morning golden light. As I pulled up next
to the den I could spot a few adults lying around
looking very lazy and disinterested, but a few

Home of Joy donation: Dr Holly Nel (Post-doc)
On Monday the 18th of July, Mandela Day, the
Department of Zoology and Entomology
donated packed lunches and consumables to
Home of Joy, an orphanage in Joza housing 24
children of various ages. As a department we
raised R 1 140, which allowed us to supply 24
packed lunches.

Delivering lunch packs and supplies
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The lunches contained a sandwich, apple,
Melrose cheese and a Milo juice box. Due to the
amazing response to this campaign we were also
able to buy a large quantity of supplies for the
home, such as rice, milk, tea, coffee, oats, peanut
butter, jam etc. Thank you to everyone who
contributed.
Rhodes researchers continue their dominancy
at SASAqs: Dr Tatenda Dalu (Post-doc)
Prof Tally Palmer and I (Dr Tatenda Dalu) were
recently awarded gold and bronze medals,
respectively at the just ended Southern African
Society of Aquatic Scientists (SASAqS)
conference (26–30 June 2016) held in Skukuza,
Kruger National Park. Prof Tally Palmer became
the 15th gold medal recipient, while Dr Tatenda
Dalu became the 6th bronze medal winner. Prof
Tally Palmer was among the three gold medals
winners this year, together with Prof Jackie King
(University of the Western Cape) and Prof Johan
HJ van Vuren (University of Johannesburg).
Interestingly, the last four bronze medals have all
been won by Rhodes University Research
Fellows, with Dr Nelson Odume being the last to
win it last year and collected his medal at this
year conference event. According to the SASAqS
Constitution, the gold medal shall be awarded on
rare occasions in recognition of an exceptionally
high standard of research in the aquatic sciences,
or an exceptionally valuable contribution to the
management, conservation or development of
aquatic ecosystems or resources, over an
extended period, whereas, a bronze medal shall
also be awarded irregularly in recognition of the
exceptionally high standard of a specific piece of
work by a junior scientist or manager.

South African Society of Aquatic Scientists
(SASAqS) medal winners (left to right), Dr
Tatenda Dalu (bronze medal 2016), Prof.
Tally Palmer (gold medal 2016) and Dr
Nelson Odume (bronze medal 2015)

Stories from our staff and students
A Masters student in The Biological Control
Research Group, Sandiso Mnguni, has some
words to say about his experience in the
Department of Zoology and Entomology. He
completed his undergraduate studies at Walter
Sisulu University (Nelson Mandela Drive campus,
Umthatha), and graduated with a BSc in Pest
Management degree in 2013. He then did his
honours in Entomology at University of Pretoria
(Hatfield campus, Pretoria) which lead him to
this department in 2015

“My experience at Rhodes University has been
very fulfilling. I say this, of course, in comparison
to the other two institutions that I have
mentioned above.
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Rhodes University is really a “small university
with a big heart”. Being part of Department of
Zoology and Entomology has been wonderful
because it is truly one of the most productive
Departments the institute has to offer. It has
researchers that have vast experience in the field
of science.

The Department takes pride in producing
internationally recognised research outputs. This
then sets the standards and puts pressure on
young and aspiring researchers to continue along
the same path. I love that the Department has a
social aspect to it, the tea-room is a place where
people can enjoy time together daily. This
provides an opportunity for people from different
research groups to get to know each other
outside of the work environment. It creates an
opportunity for collaborative work and
friendships to form. Additionally, this
Department creates an in house platform to
engage in presentations and seminars from
undergraduate to post-doctoral levels and to
travel to conferences. This ensures that people
have a broad knowledge of science at large and
that people are constantly updated about what
others around them are working on. This then
provides one with an opportunity to get ideas
and form the next research question(s). The
department is also involved in community work,
by providing jobs and allowing young interns to
explore science.”
The Search for Berg Adder: Written by Chad
Keates (Honour’s candidate) and Photographs
by Luke Kemp (Third year student)
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In an attempt to revive a bygone era of mystery
and exploration, Luke and I ventured into the
unknown in search of the elusive yet locally
abundant berg adder Bitis atropos in Barberton
(Mpumulanga). Barberton, a hop, a skip and a
jump away from civilisation, is one of a few
locations famous for berg adders. The trip began
on the 13th of July 2016 and was marked by many
a sighting. Whilst the trip was intended for the
discovery and documentation of the berg adder,
no opportunity was missed to discover the other
ectotherms that inhabit the similar rocky habitat.

Berg adder (Bitis Atropos)
All sightings were photographed and uploaded
onto the ADU (Animal Demography Unit,
www.adu.uct.ac.za). The ADU is an online
database that utilizes the sightings made by
citizen scientists to create distribution maps of
the organisms of South Africa. Luke and I,
budding zoologists and aspiring herpetologists,
utilized the ADU whenever we found a new
reptile to ensure that our effort in the field
translated into knowledge that could be used by
others and hopefully us one day to conserve the
animals we held dearest to our hearts. We were
experienced going into the trip but we were well
aware of the season. Winter is cold as I’m sure
you know, and this makes ‘herping’ that much
harder because of the cold-blooded nature of
the animals we hope to find. Reptiles become
more scarce in winter and although
unfavourable for those who wish to find them,
finds that are made are much more special
during this season.
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Our first day, which began on the jam-packed
roads of the N1, ended with a rather favourable
tally. We found three black-headed centipede
eaters (Image A), one common crag lizard, one
spotted day gecko, several snake-eyed skinks,
several thread snakes, one Bibrons blind snake
(Image B) and one cross-marked whip snake
(Image C). Whilst our first day didn’t produce the
berg adder we so sorely desired, it was rather
productive and a benefit to our skills, which
improved with every rock flipped and reptile
identified.
Whilst the life of an amateur herpetologist may
seem glamorous to those that look upon their
findings, many if not most of the rocks that one
flips in search of reptiles turn up no results.
Herpetology requires patience and persistence
and a lot of luck and if you have all three you still
might struggle to find the most elusive species.
A

B

C

D

E

F

Before departing on our trip to the border of
Swaziland, Luke did some research on the berg
adder and found that they are most common on
the highest mountains. The second day of our
journey thus began with a trip to the highest
mountain in the area. Once we found the area
that we believed to be the highest we set off up
the mountain flipping every movable rock in our
path. The journey upwards was marked with

seven montane dwarf burrowing skinks (Image
D), two black headed centipede eaters (Image A),
several thread snakes and one Transvaal girdled
lizard. Once we hit the summit of the mountain
we were once again found wanting, as the one
species we had been searching for still eluded us.
We decided that the mountain just in front of us
yielded our best chances of finding the berg
adder as the one we were on was deemed
challenging by the local herpetologist, which
Luke was now frantically texting. We thus set off,
with my spirits dampened and Luke
photographing a baboon spider for a South
African arachnologist. I haphazardly removed a
rock, and upon returning it to its rightful place,
saw something in the long grass beside me. My
initial thought was ‘girdled lizard’ but upon
closer inspection, and to my surprise, the word
‘berg adder’ sprang to mind. I yelled and Luke
responded. After some shuffling and a bit of
squealing we removed the rock that was now
obstructing the animals hide and found a
beautiful, yet aggressive, female berg adder.
Pictures were taken and coordinates were
marked. We were over-joyed with our find but
our luck was still not up. Ten metres away from
the place where we found our female, we found
a male, nestled underneath a small pile of rocks.
The trip was a great success, our goal was
achieved and the night was upon us. On our way
down we were lucky enough to find a parting
present after a great day of ‘herping’: a large
Wahlberg’s velvet gecko nestled between two
slabs of rock.
We left Barberton the next morning but before
doing so we decided to do one more hike up the
mountain closest to us. We found one Van Son’s
gecko (Image E), two sandveld lizards (Image F)
and three variable skinks. The trip was now
officially done but we were happy because we
knew that this was just the beginning; the
beginning of a career flipping rocks and finding
critters, the beginning of a career in the middle
of the wilderness, a career in zoology. We would
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be back one day, hopefully with several more
Rhodes degrees behind our name.
For more of our work with SA reptiles:

Blue microplastic viewed under a light
microscope (40 × magnification)
Chad Keates: saherping.wordpress.com
Luke kemp: flickr.com/photos/lukekemp/?view=ju
Mussels, the plastic garbage collectors:
Matthew Paper (Honour’s candidate)
Microplastic presence within the marine
environment has begun to gain considerable
interest in both academic and public sectors,
with more people becoming aware of their
presence and potential threat to ecosystem
health. Microplastics are plastic particles less
than 5 mm, which arise through the breakdown
of plastic debris, such as plastics bags, bottles
and containers. Microplastics are also
manufactured globally as precursors for larger
plastic items, or as “microbeads” which are
found in most hand and facial exfoliators that
many of us use on a daily basis. Recent research
have shown that microplastics have the potential
to be extremely toxic due to the presence of
plasticisers, additives and permanent organic
pollutants (POPs) found associated with these
plastic particles. Potentially resulting in
endocrine, mutagenic and carcinogenic effects in
many marine species.

Microplastics are readily ingested by marine
organisms, from planktonic species to benthic
filter-feeders such as clams, oysters and mussels.
Our research has focused primarily on the
presence of microplastics within the tissue of the
mussels
Perna
perna
and
Mytilus
galloprovincialis. two dominant filter-feeder
found along our shores. Hoping to investigate
the presence of microplastics within the tissue of
mussels by answering two questions; 1) Does the
microplastic burden of mussel vary from east to
west, and 2) Is there a significant difference
between the two mussel species with regards to
microplastic burden. Although analyses are still
underway, preliminary results have shown that
microplastics have been ingested and
incorporated into the tissue of mussels, with
microplastic
abundance
ranging
from
-1
approximately 0.35 - 2.93 particles g wet
weight (ww), similar to results found globally. To
put this into perspective, in a single sample of
Perna perna approximately 22 particles of plastic
were found! A recent European study on farmed
mussels suggested that within a year the average
European seafood consumer will ingest up to 11
000 particles of plastic with values only getting
higher as more plastic is produced globally. The
hope of this study is to try create a basis off
which further research into microplastics in
South Africa may occur.
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Future research should aim to understanding
ecosystem community effects using a variety of
benthic organism. It is hoped that eventually we
may attempt to understand larger food web
effects that may be occurring due to the
presence microplastics and possibly hypothesize
the effects this has on human health.
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Therefore, my research project aims to use
intensive camera trap surveys and diet analyses,
along with data collected from collared large
carnivores, to gain a better understanding of the
complex interactions of a multi-carnivore
community in a small, enclosed reserve (Selati
Game Reserve).

Battle of the carnivores: intra-guild
competition: Jessica Comley (PhD candidate)
Terrestrial ecosystems generally contain
multiple carnivore species which not only
compete for shared resources but also pose a
threat to one another. Competition among
carnivores can be particularly intense as
carnivores are both morphologically and
behaviourally adapted for killing. Previous
research has mainly focused on the role of direct
killing and interactions between pairs of
carnivore species, completely overlooking the
interactions occurring among subordinate
carnivores.

In South Africa, there are very few free-ranging
large carnivores, as most reserves are
completely bound by electrified, predator-proof
fencing. In addition, many of the reserves are
small (<400km2), which could increase the
likelihood of competition among carnivores, as
artificially high population densities are created
due to the clumping of competing carnivores.
Unfortunately, the ways in which multi-carnivore
communities interact and compete for space and
resources in small, enclosed reserves is currently
poorly understood.

After only six weeks of camera trapping in the
arid bushveld of Selati Game Reserve, Limpopo
Province, 11 different carnivore species (African
wild cat (Image A), serval (Image B), lion (Image
C), cheetah, leopard (Image D), honey badger,
spotted hyena, caracal, black-backed jackal, sidestriped jackal and civet) have already been
captured. On the 8th and 9th June 2016, 31
cameras were set up throughout Selati and will
run for 60 consecutive nights. The camera trap
survey will be repeated every wet (JanuaryMarch) and dry (June-August) season for the
next two years in order to collect sufficient data
to conduct occupancy models for both prey and
carnivore species found on the reserve.
Occupancy modelling will not only give insight
into the spatial organisation of the wildlife found
on Selati, but it will also give accurate abundance
estimates.
A number of carnivore scats, including leopard,
civet, caracal, lion and serval have already been
collected throughout the reserve. Scat collection
will continue over the next two years and scat
analyses will be conducted to determine the diet
of as many carnivore species as possible.
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the various species have vastly different
breeding and foraging behaviours and because
their colonies are commonly inaccessible for
study purposes. Reunion’s two endemic species,
the Barau’s and Mascarene Petrels, have
recently received considerable scientific
attention and benefitted from various
conservation initiatives.

Analyses from the spatial and diet data collected
over the next two years, will help us gain a better
understanding of how multiple carnivores utilize
available resources within small, enclosed
systems. Understanding this phenomenon is
vital for the conservation of both prey and
carnivore species, as it provides insight into the
ecological needs of these species and can aid the
development of appropriate management plans
for enclosed reserves across southern Africa.

Réunion the island that should be on
everyone’s bucket list: Daniel Danckwerts (PhD
candidate)
Réunion Island, situated in the South-western
Indian Ocean, is unique at the global scale in that
it supports two endemic species of gadfly petrel
(genera Pterodroma and Pseudobulweria).
Collectively, species within these genera are
among the world’s most threatened and least
understood birds. Indeed, endemic petrels
present special challenges to conservation since

Barau’s Petrel
I have been fortunate enough to collaborate with
the Université de La Réunion on both my MSc
and PhD, studying some of the least known
aspects of the biology of the Barau’s Petrel. We
have, thus far, studied the trophic ecology of the
Barau’s Petrel, using a combination of three
dietary approaches, and the population genetic
structure of both species, using microsatellite
techniques. The sampling has been a rewarding
experiences as I visit undisturbed high-altitude
cloud forests in the centre of this remote island.
Whilst the breeding biology of the Mascarene
Petrel remains unknown, to the point that no
active breeding colonies have yet been
discovered, the Barau’s Petrel nest in burrows in
natural crevices or under rocks. They are
particularly unusual in that its nesting habitats
are the highest [up to 2850 m above-sea-level (m
a.s.l.)] of all seabirds and that, unlike most other
small Procellariiformes, they tend to arrive at
colonies by day. It is suspected that this daytime
arrival is related to the use of warm thermals for
flying inland. Thus, in order to obtain samples we
have to hike a treacherous 18km up the side of
an extinct volcano.
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Over 200 nests are monitored on each of the 5
excursions to the breeding colony every year. A
‘southern noodling’ technique is used to extract
birds from their deep burrows, requiring
amazing contortionist skills, much like is used to
catch those massive catfish. While there, we
sleep in a four-bed container that has been fixed
to a ledge above a steep cliff. All food, water,
research equipment, clothing and sleeping bags
have to be carried up for the four-day long
sampling sessions. A sea of clouds engulfs us
each day while we work, but recedes in amber
sunset oranges every evening revealing surreal
views towards the coastal city of Saint-Pierre and
out over the Indian Ocean. Later each evening, a
few hundred petrels return to display above the
colony calling loudly and flying past us with
extreme nocturnal precision.

Sea of clouds
Réunion should, without a doubt, be on
everyone’s bucket list!
Ships of the desert: Prof. Christopher McQuaid
During March 2016, I travelled to the desert
sultanate of Oman to collect mussel samples for
a project led by Eleonora Puccinelli. The work
concerns how the upwelling of cold, nutrient rich
bottom water into coastal communities affects
the trophic signatures of filter feeders. Eleonora
previously identified patterns in the stable
isotope signatures of mussels from shores
around the coast of South Africa that are either
dominated by upwelling or where upwelling is
rare or non-existent.

To test the generality of this pattern, we have
collected samples of the brown mussel Perna
perna from other parts of the world with the help
of international collaborators. So far, we had
samples from Brazil and Morocco, and samples
from Oman would round out the possibilities. I
started in the north of Oman, parts of which look
like a fairly typical oil-rich Arab country of sand
and warm sea (a little boring really), but I
travelled the length of the country to within a
few kilometres of the border with Yemen. The
mountainous south of Oman is much more
exciting, not only for the beauty of the landscape
(imagine spectacular mountains, vast desert
landscapes, 200km of coastal road like
Chapman’s Peak Drive in Cape Town and real live
Frankincense trees), but also for the military
roadblocks, manned by dashing Omani soldiers
with dark Arab eyes and machine guns and the
advice not to be too near the border after dark
because of bandits and smugglers. So I was told
anyway. I spent my days driving hundreds and
hundreds of kilometres and searching for
mussels and my nights dissecting the samples.
There were lots of camels, Arab dhows and, for
the bird lovers, Socotra Cormorants. The most
unexpected was driving with my truck bonnetdeep in water through flash floods. I learnt a lot
in Oman, including the facts that Omani’s are
very friendly and welcoming, that most of the
labour is done by expatriates from the Indian
subcontinent and that, although Arabic writing
runs from left to right, Arabic numbers read from
right to left. Isn’t that strange?
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I also learned what a difference oil really makes.
In some ways, the landscape of Oman is not very
different from Morocco and people in both
countries largely dress in robes, but where most
people in Morocco drive beaten-up Land Rovers
or ride donkeys, in Oman a lot drive expensive 4
x 4s. So we got the samples, processed them and
found they fitted the pattern perfectly. The
results were the basis of a talk that Eleonora
gave at an international meeting in Italy in June.
It’s a tough life being a marine biologist.

Articles from our Alumni, where are
they now?
Over the years Rhodes University and the
department have seen many staff and students
come and go. However, we need to recognise
the importance of our alumni relationships, as
they join the Department of Zoology and
Entomology global network.
Austin Humphries
Lab website: ahumphrieslab.com

I finished my PhD with Christopher McQuaid in
2014 and am now an Assistant Professor at the
University of Rhode Island (USA). My group, the
Humphries Lab, recently completed its first year
and we have research projects underway in
Ghana, Indonesia, and the US, with 6
postgraduate students and 2 undergraduates. In
these places we work in a wide variety of coastal
environments including oyster and coral reefs,
salt marshes, kelp forests, and deep-water reef
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systems. Our research uses a combination of
field experiments, modelling, and synthesis to
examine how coastal and fisheries management
influence ecological dynamics, and in turn, social
relationships and outcomes.
Sean Moore
Portfolio Manager at Citrus Research
International in Port Elizabeth and a Research
Associate in the department
In 1998, as a research entomologist in the citrus
industry, I approached Prof. Don Hendry and
asked him if he would supervise my PhD study on
a baculovirus. As far as I know, this was the first
PhD on this topic at Rhodes and one of only a
handful in South Africa. As I had no undergrad
experience in microbiology, Rhodes decided to
award my PhD in biotechnology instead, a
discipline obviously considered to possess a bit
more latitude. Nevertheless, I had discovered my
passion and have spent as much time as I can
since then, pursuing microbial solutions to
agricultural insect pest problems. When there is
a plethora of problems that require solutions, a
head full of ideas and only two hands and 24
hours in the day, the only solution is team work.
As soon as Martin Hill joined Rhodes as Professor
and Chair of Entomology in 2002, I invaded his
office – I don’t think he had unpacked his forceps
and scalpel yet – and asked him if he wanted to
work together. And so Rhodes’ centre of
endeavour in insect pathology and microbial
control of agricultural pests (for want of a better
name) was born. A few years later we pulled
Caroline Knox into the team, who has provided
invaluable molecular expertise particularly in our
virus studies. Fourteen years later, at the risk of
sounding the trumpet, I do think that we have
become the leading insect pathology unit on the
continent. We have worked on a number of
viruses, several of which have been novel
discoveries, and we have worked on numerous
isolates of entomopathogenic fungi. We have
even dabbled in entomopathogenic nematodes
and now have our first project on microsporidia.
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The only group of insect pathogens that we have
not yet worked on is bacteria.
Over the years, we have had the pleasure of
graduating around 25 PhDs and MScs. Our
objective in our insect pathology team is not only
academic excellence but applied outcomes. As
much of our funding comes from agricultural
industries, particularly citrus and sub-tropical
crops, we aim to take our research all the way to
product development. After graduating with my
PhD in 2002, I saw the biopesticide potential of
the baculovirus I had worked with and
consequently started up a commercial company,
River Bioscience, to commercially produce the
granulovirus for false codling moth control. At
the time it was the first and only baculovirus to
be commercially produced on the African
continent and it still assists citrus, grape, stone
fruit and avocado farmers to control false codling
moth to this day. We therefore have a successful
blueprint that we use to guide us in the research
and development of all of the novel pathogens
that we discover and work on. In addition to our
insect pathology projects, we work on a range of
other biocontrol and biorational modes of pest
management,

The End

including classical parasitoid studies, the sterile
insect technique, mating disruption and pest
monitoring. We have succeeded in sourcing
supplementary funding through the NRF THRIP
programme, the NRF SARCHI Chair in Sustainable
Agricultural Entomology and international
collaborative programmes such as the SA-Poland
Science and Technology Fund.
In fact we right now have PhD students on
extended visits to labs in Poland and Germany,
as we grow our knowledge and expand our
network. All in all it is brilliant fun, particularly as
we together descend upon meetings like the
biennial Entomological Society congress, the
biennial citrus research symposium, the annual
Society for Invertebrate Pathology (this year 6 of
us will be attending the meeting in France in July)
and the occasional ad hoc session at the Rat. For
me it is a joy to be able to give something back
to Rhodes for what I received, to see the
development of young students into highly
skilled scientists and to be able to indulge in
exciting and novel academic quests that I might
not otherwise have had the opportunity for in
my highly applied environment.

